Targeting estrogen responsive elements (EREs): design of potent transactivators for ERE-containing genes.
The estrogen hormone (E2) plays an important role in the physiology and pathophysiology of target tissues. The effects of E2 are conveyed by the estrogen receptors (ER) alpha and beta. The E2-ER complex mediates an array of genomic and non-genomic events that orchestrate the expression of a number of genes involved in the regulation of cell proliferation and differentiation. The interaction of with the regulatory DNA sequence, estrogen responsive element (ERE), of each responsive gene constitutes a critical genomic signaling pathway. However, the relative importance of ERE-dependent E2-ER signaling in cell proliferation remains to be elucidated. To address this issue, we engineered ERE-binding activators (EBAs) that specifically and potently regulate ERE-containing genes. The modular nature of ER allowed us to initially design a monomeric ERE-binding module by genetically joining two DNA-binding domains with the hinge domain. Integration of strong activation domains from other transcription factors into this module generated constitutively active EBAs. These transactivators robustly induced the expression of only ERE-containing promoter constructs in transfected cells independent of ligand, dimerization, ER-subtype and -status. Moreover, EBAs altered cell cycle progression in breast cancer cell lines in a manner similar to E2-ER. These results demonstrate the importance of ERE-containing genes in the regulation of cell proliferation. These novel ERE-binding transregulators could also be a basis for the targeted regulation of ERE-containing genes, the identification of estrogen responsive gene networks, and the development of alternative/complementary therapeutic approaches for estrogen target tissue cancers.